


 Our Natural
Hot F�ds’ Advantages

Natural hot products
from Chili Garden Deroni

100% Natural

With hot peppers from Chili Garden 
Deroni - our own Chili Garden Deroni

No Preservatives,
no flavorings, no coloring

Unique & author’s &
homemade recipes

Home technology - technology that 
reproduces the home production

Fresh spices and herbs - fresh garlic 
and onion, fresh parsley and fresh 

basil, fresh spices



The favorite Jalapeño peppers - strong and fresh 
aroma, a favorite flavor with a gentle spicy warmth. 

Hot, but not too hot, but with super aroma.

A fresh combination of the world's most popular 
hot Jalapeno peppers, grown in Chili Garden 

Deroni, combined with grilled red peppers from the 
sunny Deroni Gardens with lots of fresh garlic and 

onions, fresh parsley and fresh spices.

A rich intense flavor of hot green Jalapeño peppers, 
fresh garlic, fresh parsley, fresh basil, natural spices, 

freshly combined with grilled green peppers.

Jalapeño Pe�ers

 Gently hot sauce
with jalapeño pe�ers

Jalapeño pe�er spicy sauce

SPICY LEVEL MEDIUM

260g 260g

4/10
SPICY LEVEL MEDIUM

3/10

Recommended by Chef Luchiari
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We love creating sauces that encourage people to 
discover new heat sensations and find new ways 

of enjoying the hot food.

If garlic is one of the most important ingredients 
and must not be missing in any dish, then this is 

YOUR sauce. Intense garlic taste, combined with 
the fruity fresh flavor and the pleasant fiery heat 

chunky pieces of green Jalapeño peppers. A real 
taste explosion!

An extremely delicious hot blend of chunky red hot 
Habanero peppers and fresh garlic with a variety 

of fresh herbs. Chunky.

Jalapeño &
Habanero pe�ers

Garlic & Jalapeño gr�n sauce

Garlic & Habanero hot sauce

Recommended by Chef Luchiari
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SPICY LEVEL MEDIUM

260g 260g

4/10
SPICY LEVEL HOT

5/10



The fresh hot Habanero pepper owns the crown 
of one of the hottest peppers in the world. The 

Habanero variety is known not only for its strong 
hotness, but also for its specific aroma and rich 

intense hot flavor.

A unique combination of hot Habanero peppers 
from Chili Garden Deroni, ready to blow up any dish 

with flavor and a lot of hotness, combined with 
grilled red peppers, carrots, lots of fresh garlic and 

onion, fresh parsley and natural spices.

Our Habanero Ketchup has been lovingly crafted 
using the very best ingredients - a lot of tomatoes 

with red Habanero peppers, fresh garlic and 
onion. A very strong hot solution for the hot 

ketchup fans. 

Habanero pe�ers

 Extra Hot Sauce
with Habanero hot pe�ers

 Habanero ketchup with red tomatoes
from our Deroni gardens

6

SPICY LEVEL EXTRA HOT

260g 270g

7/10
SPICY LEVEL EXTRA HOT

8/10



We share our passion of hot taste! We love to craft 
unique spicy sauces for your fantastic cooking. 

The Sweet chili sauce reveals a rich world full of 
flavors in front of you – An Asian style with ground 

chili peppers from Chili Garden Deroni, appetizingly 
combined with the irresistible taste of ginger and 

intense fresh garlic.

A sophisticated combination of rich spicy flavor of 
chopped tomatoes - naturally sweet and fragrant, 

elegantly enhanced with red Jalapeño peppers 
from Chili Garden Deroni, sweet peppers, fresh 

garlic and fresh basil. 

Chili Pa�ion

 Sw�t Chili with chili pe�ers,
fresh garlic & ginger

 Spicy Salsa
with Jalapeño red pe�ers
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SPICY LEVEL MEDIUM

260g 260g

3/10
SPICY LEVEL MILD

2/10



Unique characters of exquisite chili varieties in outstandingly 
composed hot sauces! Here you'll find the amazing hot table 

sauces for spicing up your fantastic dishes!

A rich, intense and full flavor - a great spicy combination of 
wild blueberries, hot chili peppers and green Jalapeño, grilled 

red peppers, chopped tomatoes, naturally fermented soy 
sauce and fresh spices. This gourmet sauce will make you 

become the star of the evening.

For the lovers and connoisseurs of the natural heat, this sauce 
is a captivating combination of ground hot Chipotle chili 

peppers and lots of fresh garlic, grilled red peppers, nicely 
blended with natural soy sauce and fresh spices. 

Exquisite Varie�es

 Wild Bluebey chili sauce
with whole bluebeies

 Sauce for Meat with
Chipotle chili pe�ers

The hearty and smoky character of this hot BBQ sauce is based 
on the Chipotles. Spicy heat coming from the Chipotle chili 

peppers combined with naturally smoked grilled red peppers 
from Deroni Gardens, chopped tomatoes, fresh garlic and 

aromatic spices. The most popular sauce in the world.

 Smoky �Q Sauce
with smoked chipotle chili pe�ers
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SPICY LEVEL MEDIUM

270g 270g

3/10
SPICY LEVEL MEDIUM

4/10

260g

SPICY LEVEL MEDIUM
4/10

Recommended by Chef Luchiari



Fiery, Tasty, Flavorful.

Fine, hot & spicy mustard with fiery-fruity red Habanero chili 
peppers. Selected hole mustard seeds – yellow and brown, 

very high-quality apple vinegar and lots of fresh garlic round 
out the mustard bitterness and sharpness. The chili heat is 

however fully igniting.

 Hot Mustard with
hot Habanero pe�ers

Fresh, spicy, delicious.

Our Hot Mustard Sauce is a rich, coarse-grain mustard - a 
wonderful combination of yellow and brown whole 

mustard seeds, blended with spicy fresh garlic and pieces 
of hot chili Habanero peppers from Chili Garden Deroni. An 

outstanding abundance of flavors, an incredibly appetizing 
feast for the eyes.

 Hot Mustard sauce
with Habanero pe�ers
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SPICY LEVEL MEDIUM

260g 160g

3/10
SPICY LEVEL HOT

5/10



A spicy taste of the extra class.

Your dish will never be ordinary with Jalapeno 
Chili Pasta with Extra Virgin Olive Oil - a wonderful 

fresh combination between the world's favorite 
Jalapeno pepper and a mix of extra virgin olive oil 

and fresh spices.

A really strong spicy experience! A unique blend 
of ground Habanero peppers and extra virgin 

olive oil. The tomatoes from Deroni gardens are 
enriched with fresh garlic, onion and selected 

blend of herbs. The red habaneros give the 
sauce just the right kick. 

Enjoy the pure heat

 Jalapeno Chili Paste
with extra virgin olive oil

 Habanero Chili Paste
with extra virgin olive oil
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SPICY LEVEL HOT

145g 145g

5/10
SPICY LEVEL HOT

6/10



Unique
Because it is produced with real green tomatoes made of
green tomatoes grown in our own gardens

Natural
Thanks to the Deroni gardens, we have this wonderful opportunity to pick
green tomatoes and make this perfect product that many people make at home.

Pa�ion and care
In the Deroni Gardens, the tomatoes have the good fortune to find the best conditions to 
grow. Our land is healthy and fertile because of the natural green mass. The drip irrigation 
system in our fields gives clear filtered water to the tomatoes. All our fields are drained so 
that in heavy rains, the water immediately drains and does not remain on the surface. The 
tomatoes grow perfectly under the warm southern Sun in the heart of Southern Bulgaria. 
Specific technological lines for producing green tomato paste in our factories.

Iesistably delicious
Now you can find your different tasty choice green tomato ketchup. It is extremely 
difficult to find these unique products on the world markets due to the difficulty of 
producing green tomato puree made of real green tomatoes.

Gr�n tomato ketchup
A perfect combination of green tomatoes, grown with organic green mass and crystal- 
clear water in our Deroni gardens and the most fragrant peppers in the world – Jalapeno - 
from Chili Garden Deroni, results in an unforgettable and unique taste. It will exceed all your 
expectations for clean, natural and delicious food.

100% REAL GREEN
TOMATO KETCHUP



Made of 100% real green tomatoes from our own Deroni 
gardens with green Jalapeño peppers. A special elixir of 

flavors for the senses, a fantastic combination of real green 
tomatoes, grown in the sunny Deroni gardens, beautifully 

combined with green Jalapeño peppers, fresh garlic and 
fresh basil.

Made of 100% real green tomatoes from our Deroni gardens. 
A unique author's hot ketchup that will delight your senses!

A unique combination of green tomatoes grown in the sunny 
Deroni gardens, hot Jalapeño peppers, fresh basil and 

parsley.

Spicy Gr�n Tomato Ketchup

Jalapeño Gr�n Tomato Ketchup

A delicious blend of naturally sweet and fragrant tomatoes - 
typical of the Bulgarian southern climate, delicately combined 

with fresh garlic and green Jalapeno peppers.

Hot Gr�n Tomato Ketchup
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SPICY LEVEL MILD

265g 265g

2/10
SPICY LEVEL MEDIUM

3/10

265g

SPICY LEVEL HOT
5/10





2322

great turn an ordinary meal into a
down home experience

SAUCE FOR MEAT
CULINARY MASTERY

Blueberry Chili BBQ

With whole wild blueberry fruits, 
chili, natural soy sauce, tomato

330g

Hot Chili & Grilled Paprika

With grilled paprika, chili, tomato
fresh garlic

330g

Special Sauces for Meat
No preseratives • No artificial colors • No artificial flavors

Made with di�erent types of wild berries - wild cranberry, wild blueberry,
which are very aromatic and greatly enhance the taste of the sauce.

With fresh pieces of vegetables from the Deroni Gardens,
with fresh garlic and fresh spices.



2524

Grill Sauce Peppery Spicy

With grilled peeled red peppers, tomato, 
natural soy sauce, smoked paprika

330g

Hot Chili & Grilled Paprika

With grilled paprika, chili, tomato
fresh garlic

330g

BARBECUE
AND GRILL SAUCES

Prepared wi� vegetables from Deroni gardens

Main sauces for every dish
prepared on barbeque and grill.

With chopped tomatoes, grilled red & green peppers,
fresh garlic and natural spices.



2726

Chili sauce

HOT CHILI PASTE
with extra virgin olive oil

210g

5/10

SPICY LEVEL HOT

CHILI SAUCE CLASSIC
290g

HOT SAUCE
290g

5/10

SPICY LEVEL HOT

3/10

SPICY LEVEL MEDIUM

100% NATURAL INGREDIENTS
NO PRESERVATIVES, NO THICKENERS,

WITH FRESH GARLIC AND FRESH PARSLEY

ADVANTAGES

with hot peppers from
Chili Garden Deroni
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Arrabbiata Pasta Sauce
With tomatoes & grilled 
peeled sweet peppers,

fresh garlic & chili

310g

Tomato Spicy & Chili Pasta Sauce
With tomatoes, carrots, 

grilled sweet peppers, chili & 
fresh garlic

305g

100% NATURAL

INGREDIENTS

Enjoy  �e unique sauces for
pasta cuisine

PASTA SAUCES
ADVANTAGES

All natural • No preservatives
Fresh pieces of vegetables from sunny Deroni gardens – Chunky

Fresh spices – fresh garlic, fresh basil, fresh parsley and other



3130

100% NATURAL

INGREDIENTS

No Preservatives, with Fresh Garlic and Fresh Parsley

Appetizer Hot Chili
210g

Appetizer Garlic and Spicy Chili
210g

Hot&Spicy Ketchup
171.4g tomatoes in 100g ketchup

500g

Hot Mustard
with yellow mustard seeds

280g

In a new ergonomic PP packaging with a protective foil under the cap.
The innovative shape of the packaging, allowing the bottle to stand upside down on its cap.

Extremely comfortable to use.

Hot Appetizers



3332

100% NATURAL

INGREDIENTS

Lutenitsa, Ajvar
ALL NATURAL • NO PRESERVATIVES

Homemade style – technology reproducing the home production
Fresh pieces of vegetables from sunny Deroni gardens processed hours aer picking

Fresh spices - fresh garlic, fresh parsley and other

Hot Velika Coarsely
Ground Lutenitsa

265g, 515g

Spicy Finely Ground
Lutenitsa with chili peppers

260g, 320g, 520g, 575g

Old Coutry Ajvar
Hot Appetizing

250g, 500g
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100% NATURAL

INGREDIENTS

Lutenitsa, Zacusca
ALL NATURAL • NO PRESERVATIVES

Homemade style – technology reproducing the home production
Fresh pieces of vegetables from sunny Deroni gardens processed hours aer picking

Fresh spices - fresh garlic, fresh parsley and other

Spicy Hot Lutenitsa
260g, 520g

Hot Rhodope Lutenitsa
270g

Zacusca with chili
265g




